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PoreShield™ approved for use on Iowa bridge decks 

New high-performance, sustainable and cost-effective concrete durability enhancer extends 

service life of concrete five-to-nine times longer, protecting against water, salt and freeze/thaw 

damage  

INDIANAPOLIS (November 12, 2020) – PoreShield™, the new concrete durability enhancer technology 

can now be used on concrete bridge decks in Iowa. The Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) 

recently approved SoySeal Ultra, which is powered by PoreShield technology, to protect concrete bridge 

decks from premature damage. 

“We’re thrilled to see the doors open for this new concrete protection product with the recent approval 

of a concrete durability enhancer in Iowa,” said PoreShield Technical Consultant Paul Imbrock, who 

helped develop PoreShield. “It is exciting to know that contractors now have the opportunity to use a 

long-lasting, environmentally friendly solution that protects the concrete and enhances the durability of 

bridges.”   

With the recent Iowa DOT approval, contractors now have a proven solution to protect bridge decks 

across Iowa at a lower cost investment and longer service life (five-to-nine times longer).   

PoreShield is ideal for bridge construction, major highway projects and other large-scale roadway 

infrastructure applications. Unlike any other existing method, it protects concrete from the inside out 

with a flexible, hydrophobic barrier that is absorbed deep into the pores. With preventive and self-

healing properties, this barrier stops any existing damage and deterioration from getting worse. This 

barrier makes PoreShield the most durable solution available to protect concrete against water, salt and 

freeze/thaw damage. In fact, it is proven to significantly reduce diffusion of chloride ions, which are 

commonly found in deicers, the number one culprit of concrete damage.  

In addition to high performance, PoreShield is a sustainable and cost-effective solution. It is derived 

from soybeans, a renewable resource. It is low in VOC and reduces application time. PoreShield requires 

no personal protective equipment and eliminates the need for hazardous waste cleanup. Not only is 

PoreShield safer, faster and sustainable to use, it is also a smart investment. With reduced application 

and maintenance costs, combined with 10 or more years of protection, PoreShield is a cost-effective 

concrete durability enhancer for every budget. 

For more information about PoreShield, visit: www.poreshield.com. 
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About PoreShield 

PoreShield is a revolutionary concrete durability enhancer that protects concrete from the inside out. 

Where other technologies just coat the surface, PoreShield is absorbed deep into concrete pores, 

protecting concrete from premature damage. Created from a partnership between the Indiana Soybean 

Alliance and Purdue University, PoreShield is proven to stop deterioration in existing concrete 

infrastructure, making concrete last five-to-nine times longer. And as a preventative measure, 

PoreShield stands alone – providing maximum protection while reducing maintenance costs, 

replacements rates, and even lowering the carbon footprint. 

About the Indiana Soybean Alliance 

The Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA), recognized by the Secretary of U.S. Department of Agriculture as a 

Qualified State Soybean Board, is a statewide organization that serves Indiana soybean farmers through 

checkoff, membership and policy programs. Indiana’s soybean checkoff supports research, promotion 

and educational programs to increase demand, expand markets and find new uses for soybeans. 

This communication was funded with Indiana soybean checkoff dollars. 
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